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BY
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1. Introduction. An isometric W-surface is a surface whose total and

mean curvatures are functionally dependent and whose lines of curvature

form an isometric system. It is the purpose of this paper to give a com-

plete classification of surfaces of this kind and to discuss the properties of

the new types discovered.

Isometric W-surfaces are classified on the basis of the analytical analysis

(Part I) into the three following types:

A. Surfaces of constant mean curvature.

D. Molding surfaces which have the isometric and Weingarten properties.

These are the surfaces of revolution and the cylinders.

C. Special isometric TT-surfaces, as follows:

Cx. A set of oo4 surfaces which are applicable to surfaces of revolution

and can be arranged in one-parameter families so that every pair of surfaces

of a family are applicable in a continuous infinity of ways with preservation

of both the total and mean curvatures. To this set belong certain heli-

coidal surfaces.

Cg. A second set of oo4 surfaces. Each of these is symmetric in three

mutually perpendicular planes. The lines of curvature of one family are

plane curves lying in planes parallel to an axis of symmetry. For 00 s sur-

faces of the set these curves are cubics with a double point, whereas for

the others they are transcendental. The 004 surfaces can be arranged in

three-parameter families so that every pair of surfaces of a family admit

a map which preserves the lines of curvature and the principal radii of

curvature.

Cs. The cones.

The surfaces A, B, and C3 are well known as isometric W-surfaces. The

non-helicoidal surfaces Cx and the surfaces C2 are new surfaces of this type.

Their properties are established in Parts H and IH of the paper.

With a complete tabulation of all the isometric TF-surfaces at hand, it

is not difficult to show that the surfaces of revolution of constant total

curvature, together with the cylinders and the cones, are the only isometric

surfaces of constant total curvature (§ 7).

* Presented to the Society, September 7, 1923.
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The new surfaces Ci and C2 result from the integration of the Gauss

equation in case C. Though the elegant properties which these surfaces

exhibit may prove of major interest to the reader, it was the differential

equation itself which intrigued the writer. This equation, (8&) of § 3, is

of peculiar form. It involves three unknown functions, U(u), V (v), q>(u—v),

is linear and of the first order in each of the functions IT, V, but com-

plicated and of the third order in q>. In its solution lies not only the crux

but also the major difficulty of the entire problem. Previous writers, who

believed they had solved it completely, fell into error and thereby failed

to find all but the obvious solution, that in which U and V are constants.

The present treatment (Part IV) aspires to the hope that it has escaped all

pitfalls and that it may prove of interest in itself.

The literature relevant to the paper is discussed at the end of § 3.

I. Reduction of the problem

2. Classification into types A, B, C.   Let S be an isometric surface

referred to its lines of curvature and let the parameters be isometric. The

linear element of ¿S is then of the form,

(1) ds2 = l(du\ + dv§,

and the Codazzi equations become

de_ = e + ff   U_ _ty_== e + y _M_
dvi '       21     dvi ' dui '       21     dut'

the differential coefficients of the second order.

e_ 1 g'' V Tí'    11'

= 2M,-— = 2N,

and ruling out the trivial case of the sphere, we find that equations (2)

can be replaced by

rà M - - y 9 lQg^ 8JÍ _ _ _      3 logiiV
y ' dui  ' dui    ' dvT dvi     '

where e, / (= 0), g are

Recalling that

setting

J-+-Î-.
r,      r2
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On application of these equations, the condition that S be a IT-surface

becomes

,. dN dlogÂN     dN dlogAN

dux       dvx dvx       du,

But this condition, by virtue of that for the compatibility of equations (3),

is equivalent to

d2hgAN = Q

dux dvx '

and hence to

(5) ¿= = mUx(ux)Vx(vx),

where m is an arbitrary constant, not zero.

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that an isometric sur-

face be a W-surface is that, when it is referred to its lines of curvature

and the parameters are isometric, 1(11 rx — 1 /r2) is the product of a function

of Ux alone by a function of Vx alone.

Three cases arise, according to the nature of the functions Cx(ttx), Vx(vx).

A. If both functions are constant, ¿N is constant and hence, by (3),

8 is a surface of constant mean curvature.

D. If just one of the functions is constant, X, M, and N are functions

of but one of the variables mx, Vi. It follows that S is an isometric

molding surface and hence either a surface of revolution or a cylinder.

C. The case in which neither Ux nor 7X is constant is that in which we

are interested. Equations (4) and (3) can readily be solved for N and M.

The resulting values of A, M, and N, expressed in terms of the new

parameters,

w = logd — log7x, t = logZ7x + logF1,

are

(6) X = nTjyüvj'       M=~m<PM>       N=m(p'Uv),

where <p is an unknown function.

It is to be noted that the constant m corresponds to a homothetic

transformation of the surface and does not affect its shape.

3. The Gauss equation in Case C. The functions Ux(tix), 7x(î;x),

and <p(w) are connected by the Gauss equation.   If we set

(7) Ô =  dl0ë(p' y = ^!zV
U)                                           dw    ' V q>'      '
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this equation can be written in the condensed form

where

» '-'[(Sä+Gäl
Though this form of the Gauss equation is peculiarly adapted to certain

purposes, a second form is more suitable in the discussion of its solutions.

We introduce new independent and dependent variables in place of

Ui, vi,Ui,Vi, as follows:

u = log(7i, v = logFi;

(10)

Ue-2« « (»$&.)',       Ve-2° - (^)2.

It is to be noted that, since neither Z7t nor Fi is constant, neither U nor V

can be zero.   Moreover, in terms of u and v, w and í have the simple forms

(11) w = u — v, Í = tt-r«.

If we now set

02) « = y«—(1 + *),      ¿ = ye"(l-d),

the Gauss equation becomes

(86) 2Ua'-]-U'a — 2Vft-\-V'ft = 2y,

where the primes denote differentiation. Of the unknown functions, U(u)

and V(v) enter only as explicitly shown, whereas <p(w) is contained in

a, ft, and y.

The solutions of (86), as found in Part IV and arranged so as to

correspond to the subcases under C in the introduction, are as follows:

Ci.    U and V have the values

<7=ae2"4-a0,        V = — a** + \,
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whereas q>  is the solution  of the ordinary differential  equation  of the

third order

a0 a'— b0fi' = y.

C2.   Two composite solutions:

U=kia2eiu + 2k3aeBu-rksé¡u + a<),   Z7= — h a2eiu+ 2k2 ae8"— fee2",

V=—kxb2eiv + 2k2be3v — k3e2v,      V= kx b2eiv-\-2kibe3v-\-k3e2v-\-bQ,

Coa i_i_« bob 7i_i^
* = T* + Ï>      «o^ + O; (p==_____,      b0ab±0.

Cs.   Two solutions:

C=ae2tt,       F=M, ?> = 6e,e, a&4=0;

C^O, V=a*v,        <p = be~w,       ab^O.

It is a simple matter to show that either of the solutions Cs yields all

the cones. The solutions Cx and C2 are discussed in Parts II and HI

respectively.
Literature. In 1883, the year of Weingarten's fundamental paper on

isometric surfaces, Willgrod* obtained the general classification of § 2,

but did not discuss further case C. Five years later we find Knoblaucht

maintaining that the surfaces A and D are the only ones with the isometric

and Weingarten properties. About 1902, Demartrest and Wright§ published

almost simultaneously solutions of the Gauss equation for the case C.

Demartres' form of the equation is essentially the same as (8b), whereas

Wright's is much less convenient. Both conclude, however, that the equation

can be satisfied only when U and V are constant and thus obtain, of the

above solutions, only the special solution Cx for which a = 0.

• Willgrod, Über Flächen, welche sich durch ihre Krümmungslinien in unendlich kleine

Quadrate teilen lassen, Dissertation, Göttingen, 1883.

f J. Knoblauch, Über die Bedingung der Isometrie der Krümmungskurven, Journal

für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 103 (1888), pp. 40-43.
JG. Demartres, Determination des surfaces (W) à lignes de courbure isothermes,

Annales de Toulouse, ser. 2, vol. 4 (1902), pp. 341-355.
§ J. E. Wright, Note on Weingarten surfaces which have their lines of curvature forming

an isothermal system, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. 32 (1902-03), pp. 133-146.
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II.  The surfaces d

A. Surfaces C admitting continuous deformations into themselves.

In discussing the surfaces defined by the solutions C\ it is convenient to

return to the original isometric parameters Ui, Vi and the corresponding

functions d, Fi of them.   The equations

U=ae2u4-ao, V = — ae2" + b0

are equivalent to

(13) Ui'=aUi, Vl'=—aVi,

and hence to the single equation

(14a) Ui'Vi + UiVi'^O.

We proceed to prove the following characteristic property of the sur-

faces Ci.

Theorem 2. The surfaces Ci are applicable to surfaces of revolution and

are the only isometric W-surfaces of type C which have this property.

To determine all the surfaces C applicable to surfaces of revolution, we

compute Aiw and A%w with respect to the linear element (1).  We find that

Aiw = m2<p' (w)P,

where P is given by (9).   Since

dP

dw

it follows that

AiW

Consequently, Ai w and Ai w are functions of w alone if and only if P depends

merely on w.   But

dt       r+e \du2       dv\) [u^ Vj-

Hence dP/dt = 0 only when (14a) is satisfied.

e \ du2 ^ dv\ )'

= m2<p'(w)
dP

dw
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Incidentally we have obtained also the following theorem:

Theorem 3. An isometric W-surface of type C whose curves K = const.

are geodesic parallels admits a continuous deformation into itself

In other words, the further stipulation that the curves K = const, form

an isometric family is here unnecessary.

In light of (5), it is clear that equation (14 a) definitive of the surfaces Cx

can be put into the form

iuh) JuJTÑ + Jv}TÑ = °-

Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that an isometric W-sur-

face C be applicable to a surface of revolution is that, when the surface is

referred to its lines of curvature and the parameters are isometric, the reci-

procal of 1(1/ri — l/ra) be a harmonic function.

Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are stated for isometric W-surfaces C of variable

total curvature. They remain valid when the curvature is constant, pro-

vided one replaces the condition that S be applicable to a surface of

revolution by demanding that S admit a continuous deformation into itself

in which the curves K' = const, are the path curves, where K' is the

mean curvature.   We shall consider this question in more detail in § 7.

5. Relationship to surfaces of Bonnet. We are now in a position

to connect our results with a certain theorem of Bonnet,* namely that

there exist no, one, or oo1 surfaces applicable to a given surface with

preservation of both curvatures. In fact, it is proved elsewhere t that the

condition that an isometric surface admit oo1 surfaces applicable to it with

preservation of both curvatures is precisely the condition of Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. The surfaces Cx are each applicable to oo1 surfaces with

preservation of both curvatures and are the only isometric W-surfaces of

type C with this property.

It follows then that the surfaces Cx arrange themselves in one-parameter

families so that every pair of surfaces of a family are applicable with pre-

servation of both curvatures. Moreover, this applicability is possible in

a continuous infinity of ways, by Theorem 2. It is to be noted in this

connection that the surfaces of constant mean curvature arrange themselves

in similar one-parameter families,! except that in this case the applicability

is not in general possible in a continuous infinity of ways.

* Mémoire sur la ttieorie des surfaces applicables sur une surface donnée, Journal de

l'École Polytechnique, vol. 42 (1867), pp. 72ff.
t Author, Applicability with preservation of both curvatures, Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 30 (1924), pp. 19-23.

f Cf. Bonnet, loc. cit.
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6. The functions Z7,, V1, q>. Without loss of generality we can assume

that the constant a in (13) is non-negative.

If a = 0, then £7, = aiUi 4- a* and F, = 6,vt + b2, where ax 6, =t 0.

We can take ax = bi, because of the presence of the constant m in (5),

and then change to new isometric parameters so that

la Z7i = Mi, Vi — vi.

If a^O, it is convenient to distinguish three cases, which can be defined

without loss of generality by the following pairs of values for Z7, and Vi :

lb Ui = sinh «i, Vi = sin vt,

II l7, = cosh Ui, Vi = sin vi,

III Ui = eu>, Vi= sin vi.

For each of these four pairs of values of E7, and Vi, the Gauss equation

(8 a) reduces to

(15) ~(Pè)-P= 2y,
dw

where P has in the several cases the values

I: P = 2 coshu;, II: P = 2 sinhw, III: P = ew.

Since (15) is an ordinary differential equation of the third order in cp,

and its solutions, in the several cases, yield all the surfaces Cx, these sur-

faces depend upon three parameters other than m.

Theorem 6.   There are oo4 isometric W-surfaces Ci.

In Case la, when a = 0 and U and V are constants, the surfaces are

helicoidal, as has been shown by Demartres (loc. cit.). It can readily be

proved that these are the only helicoidal surfaces of type C,.

An isometric parameter w for the isometric family w = const, is readily

found from the values of Aiw and Ativ of § 4:
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Referred to u and a corresponding isometric parameter ~v for the orthogonal

trajectories of the curves w = const., the linear element of S takes on

the form

(16) ds2 = —~ (du2 + dv2).
m2q>

7. Isometric surfaces of constant curvature. The total curvature

of a surface C is

K = m2(q>2 — <p'2).

Simple calculation shows that this is never constant for a surface of type C2.

In the case Cx we have to solve (15) for K constant. It is found that the only

solution occurs when K = 0 and P = ew (Case III). The surfaces Cx of

constant curvature are then isometric developables, not cylinders, and

therefore cones.

Theorem 7. The only isometric surfaces of constant curvature are the

cylinders,  the cones,  and the surfaces of revolution of constant curvature.

We seek finally the isometric surfaces of constant curvature which

admit continuous deformations into themselves in which the curves K' =

const, are the path curves; cf. end of § 4. The surfaces of revolution of

constant curvature and the cylinders enjoy this property. It remains then

to consider merely the cones.

An arbitrary cone, vertex at the origin, is represented by the equations

Xi = ri¡i(s) (i = 1, 2, 3),

where r¡ = t¡ (s) is a curve on the unit sphere referred to its arc s. Assuming

that the cone is not a cone of revolution, we find that the curves K' =

const, on it are geodesic parallels if and only if the intrinsic equation of

the curve i¡ can be put into the form

(17) -^ = l-\-c2csc2s, c + 0,

by measuring the arc s from a suitable point. Consequently, there is but

a one-parameter family of non-congruent cones having the property in

question.

Solving the Gauss equation (15) when K = 0 and P = ew, we find

that <p' is a constant multiple of P.    Thus ds2,  as given by (16), is a
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constant multiple of dû2-\- dv2. In other words, the geodesic parallels

K' = const, on one of the cones not only form an isometric family but

are also geodesies; they are carried into straight lines when the cone is

developed on a plane.

Each cone, according to Theorem 5, admits oo1 surfaces applicable to

it with preservation of both curvatures. To ascertain whether any of these

surfaces are cylinders, we apply to the general cylinder the condition of

Theorem 4, which, as has been noted, is also the condition that an iso-

metric surface admit oo1 others applicable to it with preservation of both

curvatures. If we take / — 1 and 1/V, = 0, then l/r2 is equal to the

curvature, 1/R, of the directrix of the cylinder, and the reciprocal of 2.N

is proportional to R. Consequently, the condition is fulfilled if and only

if the intrinsic equation of the directrix can be written in the form

(18) R = es, c ^ 0.

But the directrix is then a logarithmic spiral.

We now have oo1 cones and oo1 cylinders which are to be arranged

in one-parameter families so that every pair of surfaces of a family are

applicable with preservation of the mean curvature. It can be shown that

there are oo1 of these families, corresponding to the oo1 values of the

parameter c in (17) and (18). Each family contains a single cylinder and

oo1 cones; the cones, however, are all congruent. We have thus an example,

which is in all probability unique, of a Bonnet family which reduces essen-

tially to two non-congruent surfaces.

III. The surfaces C2

8. Differential coefficients.   The surfaces defined by the two solu-

tions C2 of § 3 are identical, as is readily shown. We discuss those defined

by the first, namely

Z7=ft1aVM+2Me8"+7cse2" + «o, V= -kib2év+2kibe*v—he2v,

a0(l 7.      I      A
*=H*+Ï> aoabîO.

In terms of the parameters u and v, the linear element (1) becomes

(p2u p2w \
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For the case in hand, in accordance with (6),

,             (aew-\r b)2        ir             ma0a ,, ma0a2ev'
*■ =-5-r-iiir,       JU=-„ ,   , ,       iv—

rn'oodV" ' <tew+6' (ae" + b)2 '

We now introduce the new parameters, x, y,

aeu= —, bev= —;
x y

and the new constants, c, c1( Cü, cs,

wooa

&
c + O,

kt k, h ,       7 g
-jf- = Ct, -r- = <*, -r- = cj, where « = —Oo« .

Then

M=—c—j—,        N — — c ,   Y ..,
x + y' (x + y)2'

where

£(x) = Ci + 2c2x-\-c3x2—xi,       i¡(y) = — cl + 2ciy — ciy2.

Evidently the constant c corresponds to a homothetic transformation of

the surface and does not affect its shape. We set c = 1 and obtain as

our working formulas

Hx)   ------       n{y)   >
(19)

J_ x(x + 2y) 1_ xa

»"i (* + «/)*   '        r2 ' (x-\-y)2 "

Inasmuch as the lines of curvature are still parametric, we can readily

compute the coefficients in the linear element of the spherical representation :

(20) © = ^,+ ^,       % = 0,       © =(* + *)•$ '       °        ' (* + y)V
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The geodesic curvature of the curves x = const, on the sphere is Vç/x2.

These curves are, therefore, circles, and the corresponding lines of curvature

on the surface are plane curves.

On the other hand, the geodesic curvature, Vl¡l(x2-\- 2xy), of the curves

y= const, on the sphere is constant only if t¡(y) = 0. But the curves

y(y) — 0 on the surface are singular and hence none of the regular lines

of curvature y = const, are plane curves.

9. Finite equations of the spherical representation. The point

coordinates, £1, C8, £s, of the spherical representation of an arbitrary sur-

face C8 are solutions of the differential equation

8't        (121'9?      1121'8tI12Î'_8Ç__Í121'_8£ _ n
11/8*      121 dy "    'dxdy      I 1J 8a;      I 2 J  dy

where the Christoffel symbols are formed with respect to the spherical

representation.   This equation becomes

8*£ _x__    8C       (x + 2y)  8Ç = Q

dxdy       (x-\-y)(x-st-2y)  dx      x(x-\-y) dy

and has as its general solution

*±M-C=(»4-2y)Z'-Z+r,

where X = X(x) and Y = Y (y).   Consequently, the point coordinates

of the spherical representation are of the form

(21) -^i^-Ci = (x + 2y)Xi-Xi-\- Yi (i = 1, 2,3).

To determine the triples Xi and Yi, we demand that ©, %, © have the

values (20) and that k |^) = 0, k -~) = 0.* We thus get the following

five equations:

(a)      xe S (X" | X") = ? 4- x*,    (b) xb (X" 12 X'4- Y') = — 1,

(22) (c) x2(2X'+Y'\t.) = l, (d) x*(X"\Ç) = -l,

(e)   x41¡ (2X'4- F12X'4- F') = j +x*.

It a: a,, a,, a, and b: bit &,, b, are two triples, (a\b) = a-i 6, + o5fc, + a,b,.

M
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From (226) follows the identity (X"\Y") = 0. The assumption that

either of the triples X", Y" has zero components leads to a contradiction.

Hence, of the two directions X", Y", one is always fixed and the other

perpendicular to it. The attempt to make X" fixed in direction fails.

Thus we must have

Z= a(x)«+ b(x)fi-\-(psX + qs)y,

Y = (PiV + Qi) « + (PiV + q2) ß + c(y)y,

where a, fi, y are three fixed, mutually perpendicular, oriented directions.

If we now set

A(x) = a(x)-{--^piX — qi,

B(x) = b(x)-\-—p2x — q2,

C(y) = c(y)+2p3y — qs,

we can write (21), dropping the subscript i, in the form

(23) ^-C = ((x + 2y)A'-A)a + ((x + 2y)B,-B)ß-\-Cy.

Moreover,

(24) X"=A"a+B"fi, 2Z'+F = 2Ä a+ 2B'fi+C y.

Thus the constants pi, qi have disappeared and it remains merely to deter-

mine the functions .4(x), D(x), C(y) by substituting from (23) and (24)

into (22).

By virtue of (22&), (22 c) and the partial derivative with respect to y

of (22c) yield the following equations:

C'2=— -a,        C"C=--,
n n

where a is an undetermined constant.

It follows that

Cs = d2r¡, a = d2c3,
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where
1

d2 =
C<¿       Ci c§

provided that c\ — ci es A} O .*

Equations (b), (c), and (d) of (22) now become

j/2 i   7V2 _ _1_i   d?cs

2A'(xA'— A) + 2B'(xB' — B) = ~—cPc2,

(xA'-A)2-r-(xB'-B)2 = ± + b,

where & is a constant to be determined. Multiplying these equations

respectively by x2, —x, and 1, and adding, we find

Ax*(A2 + B2) = l+Abx2 + Ad2c2x3 + d2csxi.

By proper application of (22 a), the constant b can be shown to have the

value d2Ci;i herewith conditions (22) are completely satisfied.

In stating the result in final form we can take as the directions a, ft, y

in (23) those of the three axes, ti, £2, £s.

The parametric equations of the spherical representation of an arbitrary

surface C2 can be written in the form

(25) & = -^—((2x + y)B-B),
x T y

X2t. = -4— c,
x + y

*When c% — CiC3 =0, the surfaces are always imaginary, as can be readily shown.

We exclude this case henceforth.

t Consider the triple 0 with the components A, B, 0. Of the elements in the determinant

which is the square of the determinant (60' 0"), (0\0) and (0'\0') are given above, (0|0'),

(010" ), and (0'16") are readily computed from them, 4x3 (6 \ B') = - 1 + 2d- cs as3 + d2 c„ x*,

2x4(0|0") = 1, 2x5(0'|0") = —1, and (0"|0") is found from (22a), xB£(0"|0") = £ + x4.

Substitution of these values into the identity (00'0")2 = O leads to the determination of

the constant b.

14*
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where A(x) and D(x) are defined by the equations

4xîU8 + Dî) = T, T = l + d2(4cxx2 + 4c2x8+cs^),

(26)

4x4(A2+D2) = l+d2cax*,    d* = l/(c2 — cxca),

and

(27) c2(y)^d2r¡, n = -ci + 2c2y-c3yi.

10. Finite equations of the surfaces Ca.   The point coordinates, xx,

x2, x8, of the surface C2 are given by

x, = — I n -~ dx + r¡¡ -~ dy (i = 1, 2, 3).
9x dy

Substituting the values of rt and r2 from (19) and those of 9£¿/9x and dÇi/dy

as computed from (25), and then integrating, we obtain

Xx = (xA'-\- A)y-\-(xA' — A)x,

(28) x2 = (xD'+D)t/ + (xD'—D)x,

x3 = (x + y)C-2§Cdy.

The isometric W-mrfaces C2 are represented by the equations (28), where A(x),

B(x), and C(y) are defined by (26) and (27).

For complete generality, the expressions for xx, x2, X3 in (28) should

each be multiplied by an arbitrary constant, not zero. Hence the surfaces

C2 depend on four arbitrary constants.

Since equations (26) and (27) leave the signs of A, B, C undetermined,

the surface (28) is symmetric in each of the three coordinate planes.

From (28) it is evident that the lines of curvature x = const, lie in

planes parallel to the x3-axis.   If c3 dz 0, these lines of curvature are
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transcendental, for the integral of C is transcendental. If c3 = 0, this

integral is algebraic, x3 has the value

X' = (X + y-ît)C>

and for x constant, x\ is of the form

x\ = ai(y — at)(y — ai)2, at 4^ 0.

Consequently, a plane line of curvature in this case is a cubic with a loop,

a cusp, or an isolated double point.

An exception to these statements could arise only if xA'-\- A and xH-\- B

can vanish simultaneously. But it is readily shown that this is impossible,

except perhaps along singular lines of the surface.

Theorem 8. There are oo* isometric W-surfaces of type C2. Each of these

surfaces is symmetric in three mutually perpendicular planes. The curves of

one family of lines of curvature lie in planes parallel to an axis of symmetry.

If Ci = 0, these curves are cubics, each with a double point; if c3 A} 0,

they are transcendental curves.

The oo4 surfaces can be arrayed in oo1 three-parameter families, so that

every pair of surfaces of a family admit a map in which the lines of cur-

vature correspond and the principal radii of curvature are preserved; every

pair of these families are homothetic.

The last part of the theorem follows from the fact that llrx and llr2,

as given by (19), are independent of Ci, eg, c3.

To determine A(x) and B(x) more precisely, we can, in light of the

first equation of (26), set

2xA = VYcostf, 2xB = V~Tsva.ip,

where ip is an undetermined function of x. Differentiating and substituting

the values found for A' and B' in the second of equations (26), we find that

t/j^2J^p-dx.

It would appear, then, that t/> is in general an elliptic integral*.

*This is certainly not true if c, = c, = 0.   For then

t *        1M        1 *     -1 u 2 2c, — X3
<p = tan-1-r- — -r-tan 'w, where u* = -,—.
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IV.  Solution of the Gauss equation

11. General method of procedure.   The solution Cj.   We are to

solve the differential equation (86) of § 3, namely

I 2Ua' + U'a — 2Vß' + V'ß = 2y,

for

U=U(u),       7=7(t»),       <P = <p(w),

where

(29)

and

<P2—<P'2 *        ¿logy'

y * <p'      > dw   '

a = i-er-d + d), fi = i-e»(l - Ô),

w = u — V.

The expressions a and ß are connected by the important identities

(30) ew a + e~w ß = 1,

(31) («'+ a)ë2u +(ß'—ß) e2v = 0.

When the partial derivatives of I with respect to u and i> are added, the

resulting equation is

II 2U'a'\U"a — 2 V'ß' + V" fi = 0.

This process, when repeatedly applied, yields the following system of equations:

2 U'a +U"a = 2V'fi' —V"fi,

2 U"a' + U'"a = 27V — V'"fi,

2U"'a'+Ulva = 2V'"fi'—Vlvfi,

2Uira'+Uva   = 2Vlvfi'— Vfi, etc.

(32)

Differentiating

(p2—<p'2=   çp'y,
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and eliminating q> from this and the resulting equation, we get

HI 4(d2— l)<p'2-\-4(t¡o — y)<p'-\-r¡2 = O,

where

n — yd-\-y'.

Equation II is a necessary condition for the satisfaction of I and enjoys

the great advantage that it involves, besides U' and 7', only ô or <p', and

not çp itself. Moreover, it is evident that II, from the manner in which it

was derived, is also a sufficient condition that the left hand side of I be

a function of w alone. Consequently, when we consider y in III as computed

from I for solutions of II, equation HI also does not involve q> itself.

We can now outline our general procedure. We shall first solve equation II

for U, V, and q>'. The solutions can be tested immediately in I, provided

the expression found for f' can be integrated and thus the value of y com-

puted, from (29). Otherwise, the solutions of II have first to be tested in HI,

where now y is given by I itself.

The principal solution, Cx. In light of the identity (31), an obvious solution

of II is
TJ = a<?u-\- a0,       7 = — ae2v-\- b0,

<p remaining arbitrary.   For these values of U and 7, I becomes

a0a' — bofi1 — y.

This solution, Cx, of I we shall call the principal solution.

12. General case: (a«" — «'2) (ßß" — ß'2) £ 0. In this and the three

following sections, we assume that neither a a"— a'2 nor fifi" — fi12 vanishes

identically.

We begin by establishing certain necessary conditions on U and 7. When

we divide I by ß and differentiate partially with respect to u, the result

is an equation of the form

D0C" + D1C7' + D2í/+D37+Dá = 0,

where the D's are functions of w and D3 Az 0.   Division by D3 and a

second differentiation with respect to u then yields

AoU'" + AiU" + A2U' + A3U+ At = 0,

where, in particular,

Ao '■   fifi"-fi'2'
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Giving to w a value for which aft ±-. 0 and ft ft" — fï2 ^ 0, we obtain the

equation
U'" 4- at U" 4- as V + a3 U+ a, = 0,

where the a's are constants.

Consequently, U' must satisfy an equation of the form

l7,t 4- a, U'" 4- a2 U" 4- as IT = 0.

That V must satisfy a similar equation is obvious. As a matter of fact

it must satisfy the same equation. For, if we multiply the first four

equations of (32) by a3, a2, Oi, and I respectively and add, the resulting

equation and its partial derivative with respect to u are

2 (Viy + ax 7" + a2 V" + a3 F') ¿Ô' - (7V + a, 7,v + a, 7'" + as V") ft = 0,

2 (7V + at 7" + Oi V" + a8 7) ft" — (7V + at 7IV + a2 7" + as 7")^ = 0.

Since ¿A/Î" — ft2 =L- 0, the contention follows.

Theorem 9. In order that I have a solution, U' and V must satisfy the

same linear homogeneous differential equation of the third order with con-

stant coefficients:

(33) U"-\-aiU'"-r-aiU"-\-a3U' = 0,      7IV4-a17"4-a27"4-a37 = 0.

The case U' = V = 0 comes under that of the principal solution and

can be laid aside. Moreover, neither of the two derivatives can vanish

without the other vanishing also:

Theorem 10.  IfUis constant, V is constant, and vice versa.

For, if U' = 0, equation LI and its partial derivative with respect to

u reduce to 2V'ft'— V"ft = 0, 2V'ft"—V"ft1 = 0. But then, since

ft ft" — ft'2 $ 0, V = 0.   Similarly, 7 = 0 implies V = 0.
According to Theorems 9 a; J 10, we can restrict U' and V in DZ to be

solutions of (33), neither identically zero. We can, in fact, since II is

linear in U' and V, impose more rigid restrictions. For the sake of con-

ciseness in the statement of them, let us call a solution of an equation (33)

fundamental if it is not identically zero and depends merely on one of

the roots of the characteristic equation,

(34) m8 4- ai m2 4- a2 m 4- a3 = 0,

and designate two solutions U', V of (33) as corresponding if they both

depend actually on the same roots of (34).
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Theorem 11. In dealing with II, U' and V can be restricted to be corre-

sponding fundamental solutions of (33).

For, if U' and V are arbitrary solutions of (33), we can write U' = ]?Ai Ul,

V = ^BiVî, where Ul and 7/ are corresponding fundamental solutions

and each of the constants Ai, D» is either zero or unity. Substituting in II,

we have

2[Ai(2Ui'a'+Ui"a)-Bi(2Vi'fi'-Vi"fi)] = 0.

If now we replace u by v + w, each bracket in the summation is a funda-

mental solution of the second of the equations (33), with coefficients

dependent on w. But the brackets are then linearly independent and each

must vanish:

Ai(2Ui'a'-\-Ui"a)—Bi(2Vi'fi' — Vi"fi) = 0.

But this is the result of substituting Ai Ul and D¿ 7/ directly into II, and

since, by Theorem 10, Ai and D¿ must be both unity or both zero, the

desired result is established.

Suppose now that U' and 7' are corresponding fundamental solutions

of (33), formed for a root m, Az 0, of (34). Then U and 7 satisfy equations

of the form

U'"-\-aiU"+ aiU'-r-a3U-a3a0 = 0,   7'"+ ai7"+ a2V'-\-a3V-a3b0 = 0,

where a3 =£ 0 and Oq and ¿>0 are the constants of integration in Cand 7.

Assume further that U', V (and a certain q>') satisfy H and hence (32).

Multiplying I by a3 and the first three equations of (32) by a?, Ox, and

1 respectively, and adding, we get

a0a' — b0fi' = y.

Theorem 12. If U' and V are fundamental solutions of (33) which cor-

respond to the same non-zero root of (34) and which with a certain q>'

satisfy equation II, then for these values of U', V, and q>', equation I

becomes

(35) a0a' — b0fi'=y,

where a0 and b0 are the absolute terms in U and 7.

13. Solutions of II. The most general corresponding fundamental

solutions of (33) are

(36) U' = (a2 m*+ ax u + a)emu,       V = — (b2 v2 + 6X v + b) emv.
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For these values of U' and 7', II becomes

em't,/2[(a2Ma4-alM4-a)(2a'4-m«)4-(2a2M4-a1)a]

+ e-m">i2[(biV2-\-biv + b)(2ft'—mft) — (2biV + bi)ft] = 0.

If we set m = v-\-w, the left hand side of this equation is a function of

the independent variables v and w, and is a quadratic polynomial in v.

Hence its coefficients must vanish and we thus obtain three equations in

w alone.   The first of these is

a2 e™'2 (o'+ y «) 4- b, e-™°>2 [ft! - ~ ft} = 0,

and is immediately integrable. The second can be rendered integrable by

means of the first, and the third by means of the first and second. Thus

in the end we have three ordinary linear equations in a and ft, to which

we adjoin the identity (30):

(AaJ\-2aiW + OiW2)emwl2a + (Ab—-2biW-\-biW2)e-mwl2ft = Ac,

(al-\-aiw)emwl2a-\- (bx — b2 w) e~mU}12 ft — cu

a2 emwl2 « 4- b2 e~nwl2 ft = c2,

ewa + e-wft=l.

When these equations are compatible, the value or values determined

by them for (a, ft, and hence for 6 and) q>', together with the expressions

(36) for U' and V, constitute the solutions of II sought.

It is readily shown that equations (37) are incompatible unless

(i) an = b2 = c2 = 0,        «! = bi = Ci 4= 0,        m = 2;

(ii) o2 = b2 = c2 — 0,       ai = bi = Ci = 0.

We proceed to show that in Case (i) the solutions of II can never

satisfy I.   Here

U'= (oiii + a)e2u,      7'= — (alV + b)e2v,       «i + 0,

and equations (37) become

(2 a + OiW) ew a + (2b — aiw) e-"> ft = 2c,

ew a 4- e~w ft =. 1.
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Hence a and fi are of the forms a = e~w Rx(w), fi = ewB2(w), where

Bx and B2 are rational functions, neither zero. Consequently, «' and fi1

are respectively of the same forms, and y, by Theorem 12, is of the form

r = e-™R3(w)A-ewRA(iv),

where P3 and P4 are rational functions, not both zero. On the other

hand, <p', as computed from 6, is of the form

<p' = h(a2w-]-l)P hizO,

and hence the second value of y, computed from (29), can never be equal

to the first.

14. Corresponding solutions of I. In Case (ii) U' and 7', as given

by (36), become

U' = aemu,        V = — bemv, ab Az 0,

and equations (37) reduce to

(38) a emt<"2 a + b e~mwt2 fi = c,        ew a -f e~wfi = 1.

Suppose first that m = 2. If a = 6 = c, equations (38) are identical

and we are led to the principal solution, Cx, of § 11. Otherwise, a contra-

diction is readily established.

The assumption m = 0 leads to no solutions of I.   For, in this case,

U = ati-\-a0,        7 = — bv-\-b0,

and I becomes, after setting u = v + w and applying the first of equations (38),

2y = 2(aw + a0)a-\-aa — 2b0ß'—bß.

But a and fi, as found from (38), are rational functions of ew; hence a' and ß'

are also, and y is of the form

y = wRx(ew)-\-R2(ew),        Px = ««'^0,

where Px and P¡¡ are rational functions. Moreover, since d is a rational

function of ew, t¡ and i]è—y are of the same form as y. Hence EH can

be written as

R3(P'2-{-(wRi-\-Ri)(p' + (wRe + R1)2 = 0,
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where the P's are all rational functions of ew. On the other hand, we find

from the value of ô that q>' is of the form

<p' = P8(ew)efc/<i^e")),

where / is either a logarithm or an anti-tangent, and k a constant. Hence III

can be satisfied only if Rt = R6 = 0. But this implies that Ri = 0,

a contradiction.

15.  Continuation.   The special solutions 02.    There remains the

general case, in which m A} 0, 2.   Here

(39) Z7= — emu-\-ao,        V=--emv+b0)       abAzO,
m m

and I becomes, by Theorem 12,

(35) y = aoa'—boft1.

Computing a and ft from (39), we find that

2C — a e((m/2)-l)ui_ £ e(l-(m/2))«e

ae«.m/2>-l)te_ft e(l-(m/2))w!        '

For the sake of brevity, we set

and

Then

y = e",

fe = 1 — y,        fc = 0,l.

and

It is expedient to distinguish three cases.
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Case 1: c = 0.   Here (40) and (41) become

(42)    è = - ay~l+ W ,      -^ = h(ay-*-byKyi\ ft + 0.
ay-k—byk '       dw 9 "      ' r

From the value of ô we compute a' and fi1, then y, from (35), and finally the

coefficients in III.   Thus III reduces to

4:abh2(ay-k—byk)i+vM-\-h(ay-k—byk)2+Wk'>(a<)A + b0B)

+ a2b2(2k — l)2(a0C+b0D)2 = 0,

where

C = {l — k)a¡rk-1—(í + 1e)lyk-1,

D = —(l + k)ay-k+1 + (l — k)byk+1,

A = c2any-2k-1-\-Cia2b2y-l + ci)absy2k-i-\-biy4k-1,

B = a4 y~ik+1 + c« a8 & y-^1 -\-Cxa2b2y + c2a bs y2k+x,

and

Co = 4fc2+4fc —5,       cx = 8fc2 — 8fc + 3,       c2 = (2fc—l)2.

It is readily shown, since a¡, and b0 cannot both be zero, that a0 A + b0 B

can never vanish. Consequently, k must be the reciprocal of an integer and

lies then in the interval —1 < k <¡ 1/2. Direct computation shows that in

cannot be satisfied when k = —1, 1/2, or 1/3. Hence this interval can

be restricted further, to

2   =k=  4'

Three cases arise, according as 2 + Ilk is zero, positive, or negative.

First special solutions C2: k = —1/2.   In this case III reduces to

4:abht + h(a0A-r-boB) + 4:a2b2(a0C+b0D)2 = 0,

where a0A^-bQB and ( «<, C + &0 D)2 are both polynomials in integral powers

of y ranging from —3 to +3. It is found that the equation is satisfied if

b0 = 0,       ft+ ao a2 = 0,        a0 i^ 0,

or

«o = 0,        h + b0b* = 0,        6o # 0.
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But then we have, from (39) and (42),

and these sets of values actually satisfy I if in each case I — 0. Re-

placing a by 3 a and & by — 36, we get, as the final form of the first

special solutions Ci,

U= aepv+ao,

(43)

U= aêu,

If 2 4- Ilk > 0, then 0 < 7c ;< 1/4. Inspection shows that each of the first

two terms in DU is a polynomial in powers of y ranging from —(Ak 4- 2)

to Ak-\-2 by jumps of 2k, whereas the powers of y in the third term

range only from —(2fc4-2) to 2k 4- 2. To show that there are no so-

lutions possible in this case, it is sufficient to set the coefficients of y-<-*k + 2'>

and y-w + z) equal to zero. From the resulting equations there is readily

deduced a cubic equation in k, having k = 1/2 as a double and k = 1/3

as a simple root.   But these values are outside the interval for k.

If 24- 1/fc-cO, then — l/3<k<0. We multiply III by (ay'k—byk)-i-^k\

The three expressions in III are then polynomials in y of degrees 0,

— 2k 4- 2, and 2 k 4- 4 respectively. Moreover, there is but a single term

in each of the extreme powers 2k 4- 4 and —(2k 4- 4), and the coefficients

of these terms cannot vanish simultaneously.

It remains to consider the case c 4= 0. Here ab > 0, since otherwise q>'

involves an anti-tangent and III can never be satisfied. If a and b were

both negative, we could replace a, b, c by — a, —b, —c, without changing d*

Hence we can assume that a and b are both positive.

We now replace a and b by a2 and b2 respectively. Since the signs of

the new a and b are at our disposal, we can choose them so that ab is

opposite in sign to c and then set

c = — rab, r > 0.

* Of course, the signs of U and V are thereby changed; account of this is taken in (44).

U = fe3"-Mo, 7 =

or

U = je*n, 7 =

7= beZv, <P

V= bf+bo,        <p =

aoa

aew+ b '

Kb
a 4- be1

Ooab Az 0,

-,   b0ab Az 0.
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Formulas (39), (40), and (41) become:

(44) U = ± — emu+ao,       7=+ — emv-\-b0, ab + 0,
m m

<45) *=-- ,.J=*--1KJ
a2y-fc+2ra& + 62i/fc

a2y-k—b2yk

(46) -^ = h(ay-k¡2— bykl2yi+^k(ay-k'2+ by**)*-***,        ft + 0,

whereas formula (35) for y remains unchanged.

Case 2: r = 1. Second special solutions C2.  When r = 1, (45) and (46)

reduce to

ggiîg.   f-»<w--wr.ay-W—by*2

But these are precisely the values (42) of ô and op' in Case 1, except that

here we have ft/2 where before we had ft. But solutions existed in Case 1

only when k = — 1/2. Hence they exist in this case only when ft = — 1,

or m = 4. We are thus led to the second special solutions C2, which we

can write in the forms

D,= ±aV"+o„ 7= +6V, y =     "°°    , «„afc * 0,

(47)

Z7=+aV", 7= ±&2e4t,+ &0, 9> =-_A&-»>    6°a6 + °-
»Toe

Case 3: r 4= 1. In this, the general, case, d and q>' are given by (45)

and (46). The analysis proceeds as in Case 1, but the reduced equation III

is of such proportions that the discussion of it may well be spared the

reader, — though not the writer! Suffice it, then, to say that III is never

satisfied in this case.

16. Composite solutions of I. Thus far we have restricted ourselves

to solutions U', V, ô of II in which U' and 7' are corresponding funda-

mental solutions of (33), and to resulting solutions, U, V, q>, of I. If Cx',

Vx, àx and U2, V2, d2 are solutions of II of the type in question and

ôx = â2 = ô, then kxUx-\-k2U2, ftx7x'+ k2V2, ô is also a solution of II.

Can we then obtain from this solution by integration a set of functions,

kiUx + k2U2, ftx7x + ft27ä, cp, which satisfy I?
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It is only natural that in this connection the equation obtained from I

by replacing y by 0, namely

IV 217«' + U'a — 2Vft'+ V'ft = 0,

should play an important rôle.

Theorem 13. If U, V, q> is a solution of I, and ifU0, V0, q>, where

U0, V0 are of the forms aemu, bemv, mA^O, satisfy Tl, then U+kU0, 7+

kV0, <p is a solution of I.

For it is readily proved that, if TJ0, 70, g>, where U0, V0 are of the

stated forms, satisfy D, they also satisfy the reduced equation IV. The

theorem follows immediately by virtue of the linearity in U and 7of I.

We obtain an important special case under the theorem when we recall

that U0 = e2", 70 = —e2" satisfy TL,  no matter what the value of <p.

Corollary. IfU,V, <p is a solution of I, U-\- ke2", V—kêv, q> is also

a solution of I.

Consider now the first of each pair of special solutions Cs of I, given

by (47) and (43). The function q> is the same in both cases. Moreover,

the constants a and b enter into g> only in their ratio. Consequently, we

can replace, say, the solution (47) of I by Zcia8e4" + Oo, —kib2év, <p.

In obtaining (43) we learned that aeZu, bêv, q> was a solution of D. Con-

sequently, by Theorem 13, ¿,aVu + 2k2aéSu-\- Oo, — MV" + 2k2be*v,

q> is a solution of I. Applying to it the corollary to the theorem, we

obtain the first complete solution C2 listed in § 3. The second is found in

a similar fashion.

In proving that herewith we have exhausted composite solutions of I,

let us recall, from § 13, that in solutions U', V, á of H, where U', V

are corresponding fundamental solutions of (33), U', V are of one of the

three forms

(i) U' = (oiu 4- a)#u,       V = — (aiv 4- b)(?v, a, Az 0,

(Ü) U'= a, 7'= —b, ab Az o,

(iii) U' = aemu, V = —bemv, abm Az 0.

Let

(48) kiW+kM,       hVi+ksVi',       ô,        hk2AzQ,

be a composite solution of II. The pairs of functions, Ui, Vi and JJi, Vi,

cannot be of the types (i) and (ii) respectively, since the values, d, and d2,

of d corresponding to these two types are incompatible.   Hence one pair of
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functions, say U{, V{, is of type (iii). Since Ux, 7X, ö satisfy II, Ux = U{lm,

7i = Y{Im, S satisfy the reduced equation IV. If then functions obtained

from (48) by integration are to satisfy I, functions obtained from k2 Ul, k2 VI,

ô by integration must satisfy I. But the only solutions of I of this type are

those from which we just formed the composite solutions C2.

17. Exceptional case: (aa"—a'2) (fifi"—fi'2) = 0. The solutions C3.

We first prove the following theorem:

Theorem 14.   If(aa"—a'2)(fifi"~fi'2) = 0, then afi = 0.

Suppose, first, that both aa"— a'2 and fifi"—fi'2 vanish and assume that

afi z£ Q.  It follows, then, when account is taken of (30), that

a = ae~w,        fi=bew, a + b=*l,   ab £ 0.

For these values of « and fi, II is readily solved for U and 7:

U = (¿H+ «o) e2^ «x, 7 = (-Yh-v+bo) <?*+ bx,

and I then reduces to

aaxe'WJr bbxew-\-y = 0.

Now S = a — b. If a — b = 0, then q> = CxW-\-c2, cx zfc 0; computing

y and substituting its value into the above equation leads to an immediate

contradiction.  Similarly, if a — b zLz o.

Assume now that aa"— a'2 = 0, fifi"— fi/2 ̂  0, and afi ^ 0. In this

case,

a = aê", fi = e»-ae*+»» o(ft+ 1) + 0,

and H becomes

(U"+ 2kU') e*-««= (7"— 2 (k + 2)7') e*4"»"— —(V— 27').

Differentiating partially with respect to u, we get

(C""+(3ft—l)C"+2ft(fc —l)£/')e-2"= (k + 1) (7"—2 (ft + 2)7') e~2v.

Setting each side of this equation equal to the constant 4 b (ft +1)2, solving

the resulting equations for U', V, and substituting the values obtained in

the reduced equation H, we obtain, finally,

IT = 2&e2,t+2ce-2ÄM, 7'=— 2be2v.

lb
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Two cases naturally arise, according as k = 0, or k Az 0. But in both

cases, y as computed from I is a polynomial in powers of ew ; this is true

also of a:
S = 2ae<-k+»w—l,

and hence of all three coefficients in III. On the other hand, q>' as com-

puted from è has the value

<p> = C(,-»e(2o/(k-r-i»e"+,»")       (, -j- 0_

It follows, then, that the coefficients in III must vanish and in particular

that ô2—1=0. But this is a contradiction, and the proof of the theorem

is complete.

Since aft = 0, either « — 0 or ft = 0. If ft = 0, then d = 1 and

tp is of the form

q> == ae«'+&, a Az 0.

Equation I becomes

2h2
U'—2U^ Abe">+^-,

a

and is satisfied only if b = 0: q> = aew, and U'— 2 Ü = 0; U = be2".

We thus have the first of the solutions C3. The second is obtained in

a similar fassion, when a = 0.

For both of these solutions, K = 0. Conversely, if K = 0, then y = 0,

9> = ae±w, and d= ±1 ora/ff — 0. Thus the solutions Cs define the

only isometric W-surfaces of type C which are developables.
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